In Berlin, for example, a public office has been set

handle the project development, project manage-

up to advise building cooperatives as part of the

ment and some construction work itself.

'building gap' campaign. The German architects'
centre, Berlin, also ran an exhibition with current

Pr oj ec t aim: individua l, f l exible l iving

self-build association projects in 2007, and issued

Each of the six residential floors has a total floor

a practical guide with essential information for

area of 135 m², which is accessed centrally, so it

those interested. (Ring, Kristien (eds.):

can also be divided into two residential units. At

auf.einander.bauen [building on one another]: DAZ

present, most of the floors are used by a single

Berlin, 2007)

occupant, but residents want to remain flexible and
be able to split areas off should their living situa-

first floor plan

fourth floor plan

Private initiatives have created many innovative,

tions change at a later date. Being able to split off

cost-effective inner city residential buildings in

part of the apartment to let or sell it also means

recent years, like this Ten in One project by

that the residents have financial security.

roedig.schop.
To allow wet rooms to be positioned flexibly, the
section

To realise their project, at Anklamer Strasse 52,

building systems can be run from the utility shafts

Berlin Mitte, the architects set up the design

to different sides of the building, so kitchens and

company A52 GbR with ten future residents in

bathrooms can be positioned inside or on the

2003. Through paying contributions when they

façade side, as desired.

joined, the members of A52 GbR made it possible

ground floor plan

second floor plan

to finance buying the land and designing the

Between the load bearing structural firewalls,

building through to applying for planning permis-

stairwell and lift core, a 2.80 m high, level, pillar-

sion.

free space is created in which rooms can be
divided flexibly, so that apartment sizes and layouts

fifth floor plan

It was only when they bought the land in November

can be changed and redesigned in the longer term.

2003 and converted the design company to a

The floor plan and fitting out of individual apart-

building cooperative at the same time that the

ments were designed with users individually, but

members committed themselves to building through

there is one aspect that is common to all apart-

to completion. In May 2005, the building coopera-

ments – the walls bordering on the stairwell have

tive then became an owners' association, with each

been left in their rough as-built state.

member now free to dispose of their own private
property.

In this urban house, the ground floor has also
been used for living, although the ground floors are

basement floor plan
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third floor plan

roof plan

3 floor plans and section

Involving those who would subsequently own

part of maisonettes, making the first floor more

properties early on made it extremely cost-effective

private and secluded. On the side facing the road,

to build, because the self-build association could

the ground floor façade is more heavily enclosed,
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with higher windows so that no-one can see in
through.
On the other hand, the ground floor location has a
particular quality all its own thanks to its direct
relationship with the communal outside area at the
back of the building, bordering on the heavily planted
St. Elisabeth's graveyard. The floor is therefore
oriented strongly towards the garden side at the back
and, like the apartments above it, has full-height
window sections within the plastered limestone façade
opening onto this prospect.
Par tic ular lux ur y: c ommunal ar e as
As well as the gardens, the roof terrace at over 100
m² provides a communal area where residents and
their guests can meet. There is also a guest apartment
in the penthouse, available to all residents if required.
As well as the costs involved, providing these particular communal areas is also designed to make up for
the difference in residential location quality between
the ground floor and fifth floor.
The generous stair platforms on the floors are also
designed to provide spaces in which the private and
communal areas can communicate spontaneously.
T he f aç ade: individual ity thr ou gh ha ving a
game with r ules
In creating their design, the architects also aimed at
reflecting the individuality of the layouts – within preset

4 View of communal roof terrace
photo Andrea Kroth
www.andreakroth.de
5 View from kitchen to façade
photo Gianni Plescia

6 Residential unit on fourth floor, view along façade through spatial sequence
photo Andrea Kroth. www.andreakroth.de
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7 View from the stairwell, photo Andrea Kroth. www.andreakroth.de

8 Ground floor residential unit, view from bathroom to area out back
photo Andrea Kroth. www.andreakroth.de

9 View of maisonette stairs, photo Andrea Kroth. www.andreakroth.de
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design rules, of course – in the façades themselves.
The aim was not to have each residential unit shouting outwardly, but fitting playfully into a connected
overall picture. Hinting at each residential unit sensitively was achieved by making the façade an interplay
of window sections and integrally coloured eternit wall
panels.
The façade is also differentiated through the depth of
the building. The windows are either flush with the
front of the curtain façade panels or with the inside
wall. The inside windows with their steel front projections can be swung through 180°, so that, when they
are opened, they create a kind of ‘loggia-like' area
without affecting the ability to use the inside space
flexibly.
'Stepping outside the façade' in these little projections
extends the private space outside so to speak, creating a relationship with the city.
For their contribution in building a cost-effective and
yet sophisticated flexible living design, roedig.schop
architects were awarded the Deutschen Bauherrenpreis
(German Building Award) for 2006, amongst others.
Sig r id L o c h and r o edig.sc hop ar c hitec ts

10 View from Anklamerstrasse
photo Stefan Müller
11 Ground floor façade on Anklamer Strasse
photo Andrea Kroth. www.andreakroth.de
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